
Hi there! Here is the home-learning for the following week.  If you have any questions or queries please 

ask myself or Mrs Harding.   

English/Topic 

Mr Johnson has said that we 
can change one thing in the 
school playground… 
 
What thing would you 
change and why/how? 
 
Write a short piece to per-
suade him to agree with your 
idea. 
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Maths 

Adding and subtracting money this week - If you happen to be 

out shopping, asking the children to total up items will support 

their learning, as well as calculating change before getting to 

the till! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EXT: Have a got at the word problems below - then create 2 

of your own and solve them! 

1. Jason has £3.55 in his pocket.  The magazine he wants 

costs £4.  How much extra does he need to buy it? 

2. Jocelyn buys a drink (55p) and sandwich (£1.89) for her 

 lunch.  How much does it cost her?  How much change 

 does she get from a £5 note? 

Next week’s debate topic ‘Outdoor learning is best...‘ 

Spellings; adding ing (dropping the e) 

Take   taking  type - typing 

Bake  baking  bite - biting 

Wake  waking 

Tape  taping 

Rate  rating 

Diary Dates/other news 

 Our DT project this term involves looking at and designing Christmas decorations - if you can spare any for us to look at we would 

greatly appreciate it!   

  

Choose at least 5 spellings from 

either list and practise spelling 

them.  Then, create up-levelled  

sentences for each of the chosen 5, 

using a variety of punctuation and 

sentence types. 

Spellings; challenge...changing verbs  

to publicise publicised  publish  

to criticise criticised critical  

to exercise exercised exercising 
to correspond  corresponded corresponding 
to develop developed developing 
to encourage  encouraged encouraging
   

Mild Spicy Hot! Hot! Hot! 

£1.50 + £1.20 =  

£2.70 + £3.20 =  

£3.55 + £1.15 =  

£1.35+ £8.40 =  

£1.50 + £1.45 =  

£1.59 + £1.27 =  

£4.52 + £2.45 =  

£1.56 + £10.98 =  

£11.34 + £1.20 =  

£14.50 - £1.20 =  

£5.99 - £3.25 =  

£1.57 - £1.29 =  

£4.72 + £11.45 =  

£5.56 + £100.99 = 

£7.24 - £1.85 = 

£15.76 - 150p =  

£29.98 + 148p =  


